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A method of analysis of discrete communication feedback systems with 
noisy forward and feedback channels is given. The method uses the state 
transition graphs introduced by S. S. L. Chang and is based on a division of 
transmissions into four types. The method is developed for the discrete system 
in which the auxiliary decision about stopping or continuing the transmission 
of a message is binary, but it can be extended for the case when such decisions 
can take more than two forms. It permits a uniform analysis, under quite 
general assumptions, of both decision and information feedback systems. 
However in general it may be necessary to resort o numerical calculations. To 
iUustrate the method a special case of stationary systems with independent 
transmission of messages and auxiliary decisions is considered. For this 
particular case it is possible to derive exact formulae for the probability of 
correct ultimate decision and for the average number of transmissions both 
for decision and for information feedback systems. 
It has long been recognized that the quality of transmission can be 
improved by using feedback and in most communication systems a feedback 
channel is available. The feedback signal is used efficiently if it influences the 
signal transmitted through the forward channel in such a way that only the 
necessary data for making a high quality decision are additionally sent. Such 
a principle is applied in efficient control feedback systems or in the recently 
widely investigated continuous communication feedback systems (from the 
many publications we quote only the generalizing papers by Schalkwijk, 
1968, and Butman, 1969). However discrete feedback ommunication 
systems based on such a principle would be quite complicated. Therefore the 
simplest discrete feedback systems in which the feedback signals are used 
only to make a binary auxiliary decision whether the transmission f a message 
should be continued or not are important for practical applications. 
There are two fundamental types of such systems: decision and information 
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feedback systems; see Chang (1959, 1961). In the first system the largest part 
of the hardware must be located at the message destination side and in the 
second at the message source side. In practice decision feedback systems are 
now used almost exclusively. However the rapid growth of computer com- 
munication systems creates ituations in which systems with the majority of 
hardware located at the message source side are preferable. An example is a 
multiterminal computer system in which the many terminals to which 
messages are sent from the central unit should be as simple as possible and 
the processing of the signals can easily be performed at the central unit. 
Much work has been done on the analysis of the decision and information 
feedback systems. If we should include the papers on sequential analysis, 
which corresponds to decision feedback the list of references would be quite 
long. From the many papers we mention here only the fundamental ones by 
Chang (1959, I961), Metzner and Morgan (1960), Benice and Frey (1964), 
Vasilev (1965, and Solovev (1965). The recent review paper by Burton and 
Sullivan (1972) and the monographs by Bloch (1963), Kanevski (1969), and 
Seidler (1972) give more complete lists of references. Most methods of 
analysis developed so far are, however, suitable only for quite specific systems. 
In particular in almost all papers it is assumed that the system is stationary 
and memoryless, i.e., that the channels, transmission, and reception rules are 
stationary and from retransmission to retransmission memoryless. In many 
papers it is also assumed that the feedback channel is noiseless. In this paper 
we will give a general method of analysis of decision and information feedback 
systems. It is based on the remark that the graphs of state transitions intro- 
duced by Chang (1961) can be classified into four types. This classification 
is not related to the assumptions about channels or transmission and reception 
rules. To illustrate the method we take, however, astationary and memoryless 
system with noise channels. For decision feedback we obtain, in a simple 
manner the general result which is equivalent o the result obtained by 
Vasilev (1965) and for information feedback we obtain a result which, as far 
as we know, is new. Our method was also used by Rykaczewski (1972) who 
obtained closed formulae for decision feedback with bursty channel. 
In this paper we give only a method of analysis and do not intend to 
compare the quality of the systems, in particular we do not compare decision 
and information feedback systems. To do a fair comparison we should first 
optimise both systems taking into account probabilities of errors and such 
factors as penaltities for delays, cost of implementation, etc. This is quite a 
complicated set of problems, e.g., little is known about optimisation of 
information feedback and therefore in this paper we concentrate only on 
analysis. 
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1. ANALYSIS OF THE DECISION FEEDBACK ~YSTEIVi 
The decision feedback system is shown in Fig. 1. The auxiliary binary 
decision ~7, controlling the transmission is made at the message destination 
side. It can take one of two forms: ~7~--accept the received signal and make 
the ultimate decision x* about the message using all signals received after 
the last ~?~ decision; ~Ta-- disqualify the received signal and wait for further 
retransmissions. The decision is sent back to the message source side; denote 
by ~?* the decision made there about. Decision 7" takes one of two forms: 
~%*--start transmitting the next message; ~Ta*--continue the transmission 
of the previous message. Denote: xzl, x~2 ,...--the sequence of messages to be 
transmitted; 17~ can take one of the values 1, 2,...,L, sn(x~k)--the nth signal 
carrying the kth message; it is transmitted if n -- 1 consecutive decisions ~?a 
are made. We call the sequence of signals sl(xz~), s2(x~),..., sN(x~) with the 
first signal following a % decision and the last signal preceding the next ~ 
decision the total message sequence. We call the total received message 
sequence the sequence of the corresponding forward channel output signals. 
Analyzing the system we assume the point of view of an observer at the 
message source side and consider conditional probabilities on the condition 
X~ ~- x~, where Xk is the random variable representing the kth transmitted 
message. We introduce the random variable A defined as the number of 
decisions ~ made on the message destination side during the total sequence 
received. If A = 0 no ultimate decision is made and the receiver interprets 
the signals transmitted, after making the second ~]~ decision, ending the total 
transmitted sequence, thus carrying the new message, as signals carrying the 
previous message. Therefore one ultimate decision will be missing and have 
EX Fg~ 
C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 
I Jlx~ x t 5 
FOCH 
~*IL _ . . . . .  J 
Ex FEECH 
FIO. l. Block diagram of decision feedback system. MS- -message  source, MD--  
message destination, -FOCH--forward channel, FEECH--feedback channel, Ex- -  
extended, S('), Sn(.)--transmission rules, ~7(') rule of making auxiliary decision, X*( ' )  
rule of making ult imate x-decision, ~/*(.) rule of making decision about ~. 
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an erasure error. I f  A = 1 an ultimate decision is made. It can be either 
correct or false. We denote such events, respectively (A = 1, C), (A = 1, F). 
I f  t/ /> 2 during a total transmitted message two or more ultimate decision 
are made, we have more ultimate decisions as transmitted messages and an 
insertion error occurs. 
Denote by N the random variable representing the number of signals 
forming the total transmitted sequence. Here we will give a method of 
calculating the joint probabilities of events (A --  a, N = n), a = 0, a >/2 ,  
(A = 1, C, N = n). Knowing these probabilities we obtain the desired 
probabilities of events A =0,  A ~>2, N=n,  (A ~ 1, C) as marginal 
probabilities. We use the state transmission diagrams introduced by Chang 
(1961) defining the states: 
State Decision 
d '  Ba* 
9 '  ~a* 
d"  ~a 
We have thus state d '  if the transmitter at message source side decides to 
start the transmission of a new message, and state 9 '  if it continues the 
transmission of the previous message. State ~¢" occurs if the receiver at 
message destination side decides to make the ultimate decision about the 
message, state 9"  if it decides to wait for further retransmissions. 
There are restrictions for passing from one state to another. The first is 
that the states corresponding to the message destination side must be inter- 
laced with states corresponding to the message source side. The second 
restriction on the state transitions i , that any sequence of states corresponding 
to a total transmission must begin and end with the d '  state and there cannot 
be d '  states in between. This means that the line representing such a trans- 
mission must form a closed circuit. The previously introduced number N of 
transmissions i  the number of source-destination-source cycles. 
In Fig. 2, loops L1 and L2 representing all permissible state transitions 
for n ~ 1 are shown. For n = 2 we obtain permissible transitions joining 
loop L5 and loopL1 or loop L6 and loop L2. However, two more state transi- 
tions represented by loops L3 and L4 are also permissible. For n >~ 3 all 
permissible transitions can be represented as graphs formed by a number of 
L5 or L6 loops joined to one of the L1, L2, L3, or L4 loops as shown in Fig.3. 
I f  the graph contains loop L1 there must be at least one L5 loop to join an 
L6 loop. In the case of the graph containing loop L2 there must be at least one 
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FIG. 2. Fundamental state transitions in one and two source-destination-source 
cycles, -/F/S--message source, MD--message destination. 
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FIo. 3, Fundamental types of total transmissions; thick lines--several source- 
destination-source cycles are possible. 
L6 loop to join the L5 loop. In the case of graphs containing loops L3 and L4 
we can join any number of L5 orL6 loops. 
If we are interested in errors of decisions about a message we have to split 
state ~" into two states xK"C and d"F  corresponding to the cases where the 
preliminary decision is correct or false. We then obtain the corresponding 
modifications of the loops which we indicate by adding the letter C or F. 
To classify all the possible transmissions for n /> 2 we introduce the 
subtypes Tk(n,/*), h = 1, 2, 3, 4, of total transmissions, where n is the 
number of source-destination-source cy les and ~ an auxiliary parameter 
which can take values 0, 1, 2,..., n - -  2. The subtypes T~(n, ~) are defined in 
detail in Table I. Symbols Llc~, Llfi denote the parts of loop L1 indicated in 
Fig. 2, etc. The set of transmissions (L5),(L6) 'z-.-2, where/x ~ 0, 1,..., n - -  2 
represents symbolically a series of n --  2 loops L5 or L6 in any sequence. 
There are 
<1) /z 
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TABLE I 
Structure of the Subtype (L5)~(L6) ~-.-2 Denote a Series of/~ Loops L5 and 
n -- /z -- 2 Loops L6 in Any Sequence, a is the Number of 
Ultimate Decisions Made During the Total Transmitted Sequence 
Subtype Structure a 
T~(n, if) (LlcO(L5fl)(L5)"(L6)'~-v-2(L5oO(Llfi) ~ + 2 
T2(n, l~) (L2o~)(L6~)(L5)t~(L6)"-t~-~(L6oO(L2~) Ix 
Ta(n, tz) (L3ap)(L5)~(L6)'~-~-2(L3y~) tz + 1 
T~(n, I~) (L4c~fl)(L5)t~(L6)"-t'-2(L47~) tz + 1 
such sequences. We call the set 
n- -2  
T~(n) A= U T~(,,, ~) (2) 
k ~ 1, 2, 3, 4 the type of transmission. There are M representatives of each 
of the four types. 
For each subtype the variable A takes this same value; this value is given 
in the last column of Table I. Thus 
P(A  = a, N = n) = ~ P[Tk(n,/z)], (3) 
~,kla 
where ~,,eJa denotes the summing for such/z and k that the corresponding 
value in the last column of Table I is a. Let us introduce the event TT~(n ,/z, C) 
defined as that the transmission of subtype T~(n, tz) occurs and the ultimate 
decision following the last auxiliary decision ~]a is correct. We have 
P(A  = 1, C, N = n) = ~ P[T~(n, ~, C)]. (4) 
~z,kll 
EXAMPLE. We now take a simple example. We call the extended forward 
channel, the chain: x--transmitter, forward channel, stage making ultimate 
x*-decisions. We define also the extended feedback channel including, 
~--transmitter, feedback channel, and the stage making the ~/*-decision 
(see Fig. 1). We assume: 
(1) the extended forward and the extended feedback channels are 
stationary and from transmission to transmission memoryless, 
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(2) the distortions in both extended channels are independent. Notice 
that assumption 1 is quite restrictive. It implies in particular that: 
1.1 transmission rules s,~(x~) are for all n the same, i.e., the signal is 
simply repeated 
1.1 the auxiliary decision bases only on the signal just received and it 
does not depend on previous ~7 decisions 
1.1 if the ultimate decision is made it bases only on the signal just 
received and it does not depend on the number of ~a decisions 
made previously. 
From these assumptions it follows that the probability of a loop is a product 
of probabilities of segments of this loop. We first calculate the probabilities 
P[T~(n,/,)], k ~ 1, 2, 3, 4. Let us take, for example, a transmission of subtype 
Tl(n, t*). Such a transmission will occur if; 
(a) the first two segments of the state transition graph are L la and L5fi 
(b) a sequence o f / ,  loops L5 and n t* 2 loops L6 follows, where 
can take one of the values 0, 1, 2 ..... n - -  2 
(e) the last two segments of the graph are L5~ and Llfi. 
Under assumptions 1, 2 the transitions from the source to the destination side 
and back are independent. Thus the probabilities corresponding to a total 
transmission are products of the corresponding probabilities of single source--  
destination and destination--source transitions. Using 1, Table I, and writing 
suitable products of probabilities of parts of a loop as the probabilities of that 
loop, we have: 
P[TI(n, t~)] = (n - -  2) P(L1) P(L2)[P(L5)]~ [P(L6)] ,~-.-2. (5) 
/, 
The probability of type TI(n ) defined by (2) is 
rt--2 
P[T~(n)] = ~ P[Ta(n , ~)]. (6) 
After substituting (5) we obtain: 
P[TI(n)] = P(L1)P(L5)[P(L5) + P(L6)] "-2. (7a) 
This formula holds for n ~ 2; for n ~ 1 we have 
P[TI(1)] - P(L I )  q- P(L2). (7b) 
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Similarly we express the probabilities of the other types of transmissions by 
the probabilities of single loops, We obtain the probability distribution of 
the number of transmissions N as the marginal probability: 
4 
P(N -n )  ~ P[Ta(n)] 
k=l 
= [1 --  P(L5) --  P(L6)][P(L5) + P(L6)] ~-~. (8a) 
From this we have the mean value 
EN = L nP(N = n) = [1 - -  P(L5) --  P(L6)] -1. (8b) 
Deriving formulae (8) we use the assumptions about stationarity and inde, 
pendence which imply: 
P(L1) q- P(L2) q- P(L5) q- P(L6) = 1 (9a) 
P(L1) P(L5) + P(L2) P(L6) = P(L3) q- P(L4). (9b) 
To obtain the probability of the correct ultimate decision we calculate the 
probability of the event P(A = 1, C, N ~-n). We split d"  into states 
d"C and ~4"F and we define as loop L1C a loop having the same form as 
L1, but passing through state d"C .  From Fig. 3 we see that 
P(A = l, C, N = i) = P(L1C). (10a) 
From Table I it follows that to have a = 1 for n ~ 2 we have to sum in (3) 
components with indices: k = 2, /~ ~ 1; k = 3, /~ = 0; k = 4, /x = 0. 
Using (1) and again Table I after replacingL5 byL5C, etc., we obtain 
P(A -~ 1, C ,N  = n) 
= (n -  1)P(L2a)P(L6fi)P(L5C)[P(L6)]~-Ip(L6oOP(L2fi) 
÷ P(L3~fi)[P(L6)]n-2P(L3y3) ÷ P(L4~fi)[P(L6)]'~-2P(L4~c3) 
= (n -- 2)P(L2)[P(L6)]n-2P(L5C) ÷ P(L3C)[P(L6)] ~-2 
+ P(L4C)[P(L6)] ~-2. (10b) 
The factors in the second part of this formula occur in the same sequence as 
the states in the corresponding loops. We get P(A = l, C) as the marginal 
probability 
P(A = 1, C) = ~ P(A = 1, C ,N  = n). ( l la) 
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After same algebra, using again the assumption about stationarity we have 
P(A =- 1, C) = P(L1C) q- [P(L3C) q- P(L4C)][1 -- P(L6)] -1 
-c P(L5C) e(L2) P(L6)[1 -- P(L6)] -2. ( l lb)  
It remains to express the probabilities of the loops by the probabilities 
describing the channels. Under assumptions 1.2 this can be done easily. The 
results are given in row 2 of Table II, where we denote by P(A Ix  ) &= 
P(~ = "% [ X = x~), P(D [ x) & P('q -~ rla I X ~ x~)-probabilities describing 
the forward channel, P(D I A) ~ P(~/* = ~?a* ] ~7 = ~/~), P(A ] D) zx 
P(~?* -- ~?a ] ~/ -~ ~a) probabilities describing the q-channel. Similarly we 
obtain P(L1C), P(L5C) by replacing P(N ] x) by the probability P(AC ] x) 
P(~) = ~)~, X* -~ x~ 1 X = x~) describing the extended x-channel. Using 
Table II we have ultimately from (9) the average number of transmissions 
EAr --= {1--  P(D I A) -- P(D [ x)[1-- P(A i D ) - P(D r A)]} -1 (12) 
and from (11) the probability of correct decision 
P(X* = xzI -X = x~) 
= P (Ac l  ~) 
1 -- P(D t A) -- [1  - -  P(A t D) - P(D [A ) ]  • P(D [x) 
{1 -- {1 -- P(A ',D)] P(Dlx)} 2 
TABLE II 
Probabilities of Loops--Decision Feedback (D.F.) and 
Information Feedback (I.F.) 
(13) 
L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
D.F. P(Aix)- P(D]x) P(AIx)P(DIx)" P(AIx)P(Dlx) 




I.F. P,(AIx) PdAJx) P~(A]x)PdD[x) P~(AFx)P,(Drx). P~(Drx) P~(DIx) 
[1--PdDIA)] PdD[A) [1--PdAfD)]. P~(DIA)P~(AID) PdAID) [1--PdAID)] 
[1 -- PdD]A)] 
643/29/2-3 
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Formulae (12), (13) were derived previously (see e.g., Solovev, 1965) by a 
method rather suitable for the specific assumption of the example considered 
here. The purpose of deriving these formulae here was merely to give a simple 
example of applying our method. Let us notice that although we introduced 
quite restrictive assumptions the procedure applied in our example can be 
used in more general cases. In particular if we have channeIs with memory, 
e.g., a burst channel, the probability of a given subtype Tk(n , iz) will not be 
a product of probabilities of single source-destination-source transitions, but 
a suitable j oint probability. Introducing such probabilities Rykaczewski (1972) 
obtained closed formulae for a Markovian type burst forward channel. In 
case closed formulae cannot be obtained, the described method can still be 
useful for numerical computations, as the probabilities of many subtypes 
can be estimated as negligably small. 
ANALYSIS OF THE INFORMATION FEEDBACK ~YSTEM 
The information feedback system is shown in Fig. 4. In this system the 
decision about ending or continuing the transmission is made at the message 
source side, on the basis of a control signal sent from the message destination 
side through the feedback channeI. We denote this decision by ~; it can take 
one of two forms: ~--transmission f the previously sent message nds and 
the transmission of the next message starts, ~e--transmission of 
the message sent previously should continue. The forward channel is divided 
into two subchannels: x--subchannel and ~--subchannel. The x-subchannel 
1 •  ~_ . . . . . . . . . . .  E ~_ ~_ -~_-~.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- -F  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I ~ - - - -~_  inch  _J] F . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
r -n  I Fyn  
,dn" r[~-= ! t2__21! 
FIG. 4. Block diagram of information feedback system. MS--message source, 
MD--message destination, FOCH--forward channel, x-CH--subchannel for trans- 
mission of x, ~e-CH--subchannel for transmission of, FEECH--feedback channel, 
Ex--extended, S('), S'('), S~(') transmission rules, ~[('), xl] rule of making auxiliary 
decision, W(') rule of forming control signal, X*('), ~*(') receiving rules. 
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is used for transmission of signals carrying messages, the ~-subchannel for 
transmission of signals carrying the ~ decision. On the basis of the signal at 
the output of the ~-subchannel the binary decision ~* is made. The two forms 
it can take have the meaning: ~a*--the receiver, using the received at the 
x-subchannel output since the previous ~a* decision, has to make an ultimate 
decision; ~:a*--the receiver has to wait for further x-subchannel signals. In 
any case, after receiving the x-subchannel output signal, a control signal w is 
formed and transmitted back through the feedback channel to the ~-decision 
stage. The transmission starts with a 6:a decision, after which the first signal 
sl(x~ ) carrying the message x~ is sent through the x-subchannel. The trans- 
mission of this message nds as soon as the next ~:a decision is made. 
Analysing the information feedback system we take again the point of view 
of an observer at the message source side. We define the total message 
sequence as the sequence of all signals transmitting a message, i.e., the 
sequence of signals transmitted between two following ~ decisions. The 
corresponding sequence of x-subchannel output signals we call the total 
received message sequence. We define the total signaling sequence as the 
sequence of decisions starting and ending with ~ with a number of ~:a 
inside; the corresponding sequence of ~-subchannel output signals we call 
the total received signaling sequence. Notice that the total signaling sequence 
has one signal more than the total message sequence. We define further the 
random variable A 1 as the number of decisions ~a made during the total 
received signaling sequence, but we do not take into account he last signal, 
which corresponds to the decision ~a ending the total signaling sequence. 
We denote by ~*  the ~* decision corresponding to this signal and we define 
the random variable 
1 if ~* = ~:a* 
/ 
A~ & (14) 
\ 
0 if ~* = ~:e*" 
The random variable 
A i =& AI + Az (15) 
represents the number of decisions ~:a* made during the total signaling 
sequence. This is the counterpart of A in the decision feedback system. The 
event Ai ~ 1 corresponds to an erasure rror, A i >/3 to an insertion error. 
I f  A i = 2 we have exactly one ultimate decision; it can be correct or false 
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which corresponds to events (Ai = 2, C), (Ai = 2, F). Similarly as for the 
decision feedback we define the states: 
State Decision 
i 
~i  t ~d 
~,, 
i ~a~ 
The transmission can be again represented as a process of state transitions. 
The sense of passing the states and the way of calculating probabilities of 
state transmission diagrams, in particular of the loops is however, different. 
To illustrate this we will consider a simple example. We call: the extended 
x -  ~ channel the chain including: x-transmitter, x-subchannel, stage 
forming the control signal and transmitting atfeedback channel, stage forming 
~*-decision; the extended ~:-subcbannel: the ~-transmitter, ~-subchannel, 
~* decision stage. We assume that: (1) the extended x --  ~ channel and the 
extended ~-subchannel are stationary and memoryless from transmission to 
transmission, (2) the distortions in both extended channels are statistically 
independent. Let us take for example loop L2. The conditional, on condition 
X = xz, probability that a transmission corresponding to this loop occurs is 
the conditional probability of the simultaneous events: (a) after sending 
decision ~:a from the message source side decision ~d* will be made; we 
denote by 
Pi(Ol A) ~ P(~* = ~:a* I~ = ~)  (16) 
the probability of this event, (b) after sending message x~ such a control 
signal will be sent through the feedback channel and such a feedback channel 
output signal will be received that the next ~: decision is ~:~; we denote by 
P~(A ix) _& P($ ---- ~a I x = xz) (17) 
the probability of this event. Thus 
P(L2) = P,(D r A) P,(A Ix). (18) 
The expressions for L1 and L6 are the same as for decision feedback, but the 
roles of L2 and L5 as well as of L3 and L4 are interchanged. It is evident 
that all transmissions can be divided into the same subtypes and types as in 
the case of decision feedback and that their probabilities can be obtained in 
a similar way. It can also be seen that formulae giving P[Tk(n)] in particular 
formulae (7), held after adding subscripts "i." On assumptions of stationarity 
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and independence formulae (9) held too. Thus formulae (8) are valid. 
However (12) is no more valid. Using row 2 of Table I I  we obtain from (9): 
1 
EN = 1 - -  V~(D I x) " (19) 
We will next calculate the probability of the event (A/ = 2, C, N = n) under 
condition X = xt • From (15) it follows that 
P(A~ = 2, C ,N  = n 1X  = x 0 =P(A1  = 1 ,Az  ~- 1, C, IY =n ] X = xz) 
+ P (A  1 = 2, A t  = O, C, N = n ] X = xl). 
(2o) 
This is 
P(A I  = 1, A~ = O, C, N = n [ X = x~) 
= P(A~ = 0 1 A1 = 1, C, N = n, X = xt)" P (A~ = 1, C, N = n L X = x O. 
(21) 
According to the definition A~ -- 1 is the event that the decision ~* corre- 
sponding to the last signal of the total received signaling sequence is {:~*. By 
definition of the total received signaling sequence this last received signal 
carries the decision ~.  On assumption 2 the conditional probability of event 
~l  >~ = ~a ~< on condition that C = ~ does not depend either on A1 or on N 
or on condition C. Thus: 
P(Az  = I I A I  = I, N ----- n, C, X = x 0 
= P(~t* = ~,,* I ~ = ~)  = 1 - -  P~(DIA  ). 
Similarly 
(22) 
P(A1  = 2, A~ - -  O, C, N = n I X = x~) 
= P i (D  I A ) "  P (A  1 = 2, C, N ----- n I X -= x~). (23) 
problem is reduced to the calculation of the probabilities 
C, N=nLX=x~)  and P(A  I=2,C ,N=nIX=:x~) .  We 
Thus the 
P(A1  = 1, 
obtain these in a similar way to that in which we obtained (10), namely 
looking for the subtypes of transmissions giving a = 1 or a ~ 2. These 
probabilities are tabulated in Table I I I .  To explain how these results were 
obtained the probabilities in the products given in these tables are arranged in 
the same order as the corresponding state transitions occur. Indexes /~ ) 0, 
v /> 0 occurring in the last row of Table I I I  denote the number of loops L5 
and L6, index "'c" denotes that we consider the graph passing through the 
corresponding ~4" C i -  state. Under assumptions 1, 2 we express the proba- 
bilities of parts of loops by the probabilities of extended channels. Except 
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TABLE II I  
Probabilities of Making a Correct Ultimate Decision After 
Exactly n Source-Destination-Source Cycles in the Information Feedback System. 
Sequence of Factors in Products is the Same as the Sequence of 
Corresponding Parts of Loops 
n P(A1 = 1, C ,N= n iX= x~) 
1 P(Llad3) 
>~ 2 (n -- 2)P(LZoOP(L6~)P(L5)[P(L6)]'~-3P(L6o~,)P(L6c~,)P(L2fi) 
+ P(L3aofi)[P(L6)]"-2P(L3~,~) + P(L4a~)[P(L6)]'~-2P(L4~,,8) 
P(A1 = 2, C, N = n l X = x3 
2 P(LloOP(L5~ac)P(Llfl) 
n>~3 P( L 1 a)P( L 5 fi)P( L6)'~-a P( L6o~ofl)P( L 5 cOP( L 1 fl) 
+ (n -- 3)P(L2c~)P(L6~)P(L5acfl)P(L5o~fl)P(L6)'~-4P(L6oOP(L2~) 
+ [½(n -- 2)(n -- 3) -- (n -- 3)]P(L2oOP(L6fl)[P(L6)]~P(L5)[P(L6)]vP(L6c%8) 
• P(LS)[P(L6)]n-,-v-sP(L6a)P(L2~) 
+ P(L3ac~)P(L5o~fl)P(L6)~-~P(L37'3) 
+ (n -- 3)P(L3c~fl)P(L6)"P(L6o%8)P(L5)[P(L6)]'~-"-~P(L373) 
+ P(L4o~)P(L6)"-sP(LSo~,fi)P(L47"~) 
+ (n -- 3)P(L4,~fl)P(L6),P(L5)P(L6)'~-u-~P(L6,xg)P(L4~,~) 
for the probabil ity P i (D  I x) defined similarly to (•7), we have to introduce 
the probabil it ies 
p i (AC l x) zx P (X*  = x~ , ~ = ~ IX  = x~). (24a) 
P i (DC l x) zx P (X*  = x~ , ~ = ~a L X = x~). (24b) 
We do not give here the rather lengthy expression which has a form similar 
to ( l lb )  (it can be found in Seidler, 1970), but  we give the final expression 
for the probabil ity of a correct decision corresponding to (13) 
P(X*  = x~ IX  = x3 
1 - -  v - -  (1 - -  u - -  v) P i (D  
= (1 - -  v) P , (AC]x)  [1 - -  (1 - -  u) P , (D  Ix)] ~ 
P i (A  
+ uv[uv + (I - -  u)(1 - -  v)] P¢(DC]x) [1  - -  (1 
x) 
x) Pi(D ] x) 
- -  u) P~(D Ix)]  s ' 
(25) 
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where u A= P i (A  I D), v A= pi (D I A).  I f  u, or e or P~(DC I x) are small the 
second term can be neglected. We have then 
P(X*  = x~ i X ~ x~) 
1 - v - (1 - u - v) P~(D lx )  (26) 
(1 - -  v) P i (AC i x ) [1 - -  (1 - -  u) P~(D Ix)] ~ 
4. CONCLUSION 
A method of analyzing feedback comnmnication systems with binary 
auxiliary decision has been given. It is based on a classification of graphs 
representing transmissions and gives an insight into the structure of trans- 
missions which can occur when forward and feedback channels are noisy. 
To illustrate the method and to obtain ultimate formulae in a closed form a 
memoryless and stationary system was taken, but the method is also useful 
for systems with memory see, e.g., Rykaczewski (1972). The method can also 
be extended in a straightforward way for cases when the auxiliary decision 
can take more than two forms as for example in systems retransmitting non- 
accepted elements of a block of signals. 
The author began to work on the method during his stay at the University 
of Hawaii, Honolulu, stimulated by the research, on the ALOHA project. 
The author would like express his gratitude to Prof. N. Abramson, director 
of this project, for discussions and criticism at the starting stage of the work. 
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